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About This Game

An ordinary guy forced to defend the world from an alien invasion of infectious zombies. A point-and-click adventure with
beautiful pixel art and bombastic retro sound.

The Gameplay

Gameplay is similar to old games like Maniac Mansion, Zac McKraken, Beneath A Steel Sky and Monkey Island, but the game
has a unique interface. Unlike most other point-and-click adventures the player actually holds the current item in his hand. Even

the new TouchBar on the MacBook Pro is supported (optional).

The Graphics

All handcrafted pixel art.
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The Music

All game music only uses original Commodore C64 SID chip sounds, but polyphonic and with professional effects. The main
theme of the Paul Pixel game was composed by the Pixel Lover Orchestra and is called "They Want To Get Us". Other chiptune

highlights are "The Awakening" by the underground duo Retro Arcade Boys and "The Giant Meteor" by 8-Bit Factory.

The Story

An average guy called Paul Pixel discovers that the part of the city where he lives was put in quarantine. Apparently there has
been a zombie outbreak. He needs to get out...

Of course, a short time later he needs to save the whole earth from this zombie apocalypse.

Playtime: 2.5 - 3 hours
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Third times the pun eh.... okay never mind. Let me start by saying for $0.99 its worth it if you like an artsy take on VR. I am
intrigued with alot of the animation style and I'd like to see more of it. I'm just not sure I like having to ambiguously turn to see
what is going on. The experince could benifte from beter binaural audio and to beter direct your atention to things as they
change and evolve. Overall I am glad I gave it a chance and look forward to more.. my the most favorite game ever. The is a
sequel to Dreamscapes: The Sandman, which I played and reviewed  here 

The story follows the first game where the Sandman now is taking control of Tim, Laura’s husband. You play as the same
unknown person as before trying to help defeat the Sandman by going into Tim’s mind and exploring his memories. As opposed
to the first game, this one does have several static hidden object scenes.

The art style is even better and very sharp. I believe it ran at my monitor’s native resolution which is 1440p. I assume it’s
upscaled from 1080p, but this is a big step up from the 1024x768 max of the first game. Animations were nicely done and the
effect of the flying sand for the Sandman was really awesome.

The puzzles are pretty easy and there really are not too many of them. The main portion of the game centers around finding
items to use on other items in the environment.

There was no mention of what the different difficulties do, but I played on Expert and would recommend this unless you want a 
real easy time through the game.

Voice acting is still pretty bad and laughable at times. Also, the text dialog when you click on things can give away too much of
what you need to do.

I noticed throughout my playthrough that the pauses between scene changes and event activations was noticeably slow. It may
only be for a brief second or two but was something that caught my attention.

When playing with the inventory locked on the screen, going back in certain scenes would be tricky to get the back (down)
arrow to appear. I ended up playing through with the inventory unlocked and that worked out better for me.

Pros
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+60fps
+Detailed art and environments
+Nice animations
+Collectibles

Cons
+Voice acting
+Too easy
+Plot is less interesting this time
+Pauses between scenes and action
+Moving back a scene can be tricky with inventory locked (see above explanation)

A decent sequel to the first Dreamscapes game. I enjoyed the first one more but would still recommend this one.

5/10 Average
. This extra content helps you unlock the RollerSkates and the Inflatable Insoles. The RollerSkates are nice to have if you are
into melee combat and like to move around fast. To become really hard to hit with the skates isn't hard if your are the smallest
body type. The Inflatable Insoles help you jump to new heights and give you that extra boost when jumping. This downloadable
content is good to have if you want to get ahead of the competition.
You can skip buying this and buy these items with in-game money. This just gives it to you early, I recommend it if you want to
speed things up.. I played a much more simplified version of this game on my phone. This updated/expanded version is even
more addictive and fun than the original.
A tile based, rogue-like, RPG experience that is easy to pick up and hard to master. Plus, the animation style and general
attitude of the game is a joy to experience.
It's more than worth the price.. A very nice game, intresting for smart ones i love it :*
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Sins of a Solar Empire crossed with Supreme Commander by someone with no sense of fun or budget.

The game isn't actively bad, it is just bland and uninspired.. This game makes me happy.. Oh this game is playable. Yeah I
sound surprised because I got this ages ago... and it took up place in my collection so I decided to try it.
Its a bit hectic but yeah this I will return to.. Very nice Game Keep it Up. Plenty of explosions.. This is a fun early edition of
game with potential. For an early access, it's already very playable and fun game.
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